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 11 September 2001 initiated a complex discussion about the role of intelligence in the

 modern international security environment. In these uncertain times, fighting terror

 ism, preventing the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction (WMD), and stem

 ming the flow of illicit goods and people have risen to the top of many governments'

 security agendas. These governments increasingly find that intelligence is a vital tool in

 understanding and combating these challenges.

 Moreover, the opportunities created by technology and the information revolu

 tion have prompted consideration of how to change, reform, or even "transform" intel

 ligence in the United States and other countries.2 These changes, in their myriad forms,

 are taking place across the traditional intelligence disciplines of collection, analysis,

 counterintelligence, and covert action. Changes are also taking place in how political

 systems—especially democracies—supervise their intelligence services and hold them
 accountable.

 Even as information about the conduct and use of intelligence is increasingly and

 more openly discussed, intelligence systems still vary across countries and non-govern

 mental organizations, especially in the methods used to collect and process informa

 tion to support national and/or organizational aims. This article calls for a more in

 tense focus on the comparative study of intelligence organizations. It reviews some of

 the themes raised by scholars and practitioners to date, and offers the elements of a

 framework within which to consider comparing intelligence services.

 Kevin M. O'Connell is the Director of RAND's Intelligence Policy, National Security Research Division.

 Dr. O'Connell is also an adjunct Professor at Georgetown University. Dr. O'Connell was also a member
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 Why Compare Intelligence Services?

 Given that intelligence forms the basis for decision-making within governments, it is

 important to understand how it is assigned, collected, analyzed, and conveyed, as well

 as the nature of the interaction between the people who provide it and the people who

 receive it, namely decision-makers.3 All leaders want intelligence as a hedge against

 known or perceived adversaries, and, increasingly, they want intelligence that they can

 act upon.

 Traditional approaches to intelligence and intelligence-policy boundaries are be

 ing challenged or have broken down entirely. The intelligence cycle, the traditional way

 of describing the overall in

 Governments, in their need to protect their telligence process (require

 peopie from uncommon threats and dangers, meJnt,s'collectIon'analysis' and dissemination), is an

 must look to the advantages and experiences increasingly old fashioned

 of other states as guides for pursuing their own view of how inte%ence is
 . conducted. For the United

 security strategies. Sta[es> the „eim of 9/n
 showed that traditional or

 ganizing principles like "foreign" and "domestic" intelligence, or "collection" and "analy

 sis" were increasingly irrelevant to providing intelligence that addresses threats in a

 clear and comprehensive way.4 Moreover, transnational security problems like

 counterterrorism and counter-proliferation are challenging traditional analytic ap

 proaches, as is the increased use of denial and deception (such as was seen extensively in

 Iraq's WMD programs).

 Because of evident intelligence failures and the need to have intelligence gather

 ing conform to the demands of the current international system, we must begin a

 discussion of intelligence in comparative terms. An ability to understand other intelli

 gence services represents both a source of new approaches to intelligence and a source

 of potential challenges to come. Witness, for example, the discussion underway in the

 United States about the creation of a domestic intelligence organization similar to

 Britain's MI-5. Governments, in their need to protect their people from uncommon

 threats and dangers, must look to the advantages and experiences of other states as

 guides for pursuing their own security strategies.

 A comparative approach is not entirely new. Within the complex dynamics of the

 Cold War lay an equally complex dynamic between the CIA, the KGB, and their intel

 ligence allies.5 Both the CLA and the KGB took different approaches to intelligence

 gathering. By simple comparison, the West established an emphasis on technical col
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 lection, a strong pursuit of objectivity in analysis, and administrative limits in their

 operations. The East relied more heavily on HUMINT, pursued information that

 strongly supported a communist and internationalist agenda, and placed an extraordi

 nary emphasis on counter-intelligence. Both sides were aware of these differences, and

 this greatly informed the decisions they made as the Cold War progressed.

 The Nature of the Challenge

 While intelligence is often described as the most secretive of government functions, it

 has in recent years experienced a newfound, albeit limited, transparency within the

 open literature and in discussions among national polities. The value of this informa

 tion and its relevance to comparative intelligence issues, however, is limited. An expla

 nation of the methodology employed in a comparative analysis of intelligence is neces

 sary in order to show its complexity and potential.

 While there is new openness with regard to intelligence in the Western world, it

 is neither uniform across countries nor uniformly valid or truthful. Within the United

 States, a decade of reviews and commissions—including the current one on 9/11 and

 one planned for an analysis of Iraqi WMD—have shed light into every corner of U.S.

 intelligence activities. Great Britain's Hutton Inquiry—the investigation into the cir

 cumstances surrounding the death of Dr. David Kelly and the broader context of his

 involvement with British intelligence—has similarly provided an unprecedented amount

 of public information on the inner workings of British intelligence.6 It is important to

 note that this openness has not yet spread to countries such as Russia and China.7

 Despite greater public discussion about intelligence, it is still largely a secret en

 deavor everywhere. Even as intelligence services exploit increasingly open sources of

 information—from the Internet, commercial space imagery, and other data—they and

 their political masters remain quiet on priorities of importance and the challenges and

 approaches to their profession. The extent to which scholars, or even scholar-practitio

 ners, are writing about it publicly is limited, and the extent of comparative thinking

 even more so.8 Not only is this writing limited because it is often classified, but also

 because intelligence writing tends to be overwhelmingly focused on individual intelli

 gence services or agencies, rather than taking a more comparative approach.

 The limitations on accessing information make a comprehensive comparative

 analysis of intelligence methodologically problematic. Writing in 1991, political scien

 tist Glenn Hastedt lamented that, "Nothing approaching a consensus exists" with re

 gard to the comparative study of intelligence, and further, that "the questions them

 selves have barely been posed."9 Almost thirteen years later the situation is no better,

 and perhaps even worse given the dynamic state of change for many intelligence ser
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 vices.

 Ironically, as the public discussion and debate on intelligence expands, it tends

 toward a dialogue on intelligence bureaucracy and intelligence methods at the state

 level, versus a more holistic consideration of the cultural and contextual aspects of how

 intelligence is conducted, assessed, and used. Furthermore, given the preponderance of

 writing at the individual service level, the analyst is left with few resources with which

 to begin a comparative analysis.

 Looking at the Similarities and Differences of Intelligence Services

 Despite this lack of information, a useful place to begin this comparative analysis is to

 consider what these various intelligence services have in common. With what tools we

 have we must begin to piece together a framework for a comparative discussion. While

 they may vary greatly in their financial support, their relations with decision-makers,

 and their approaches to intelligence, including involvement in operations, intelligence

 establishments do have some elements in common which are central to their applica
 tion.

 Firsdy, all national leaders expect their intelligence services to provide "special" or

 "secret" information in support of their security aims. Intelligence services are expected

 to provide unique information on matters for which there may a varying amount of

 openly available information. This information may be raw collected data, such as a

 SIGINT intercept, or it may be the product of analysis, such as a report that compiles

 available information from all sources and with it, an interpretation in the context of

 government policy.

 Second, every intelligence service is grappling to stay relevant in the information

 age, with its many challenges and opportunities. Information historically held only in

 Washington and Moscow now transits the Internet at lightning speed. Both raw data

 and analysis, albeit of varying quality and occasionally deceptive or uninformed, now

 move freely. Not only can such immediately available information of varying quality

 act as the basis for poor decision making, it may also drive demands on intelligence

 that are extraneous to the broader intelligence mission.

 For much of the past decade, there has been an ineffectual debate within U.S.

 intelligence circles about whether intelligence ought to be based on secrets or on taking

 advantage of open source information. In fact, dealing with todays complex world

 requires both, if only to understand secret information in the broader context of the

 problem being assessed. This is even the case in the murky world of counter-terrorism

 intelligence, where there is both contextual information about foreign attitudes and

 policies, as well as very specific information about terror groups and activities, includ
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 ing their interests and potential vulnerabilities.

 Third, all intelligence services undertake risk in every aspect of their operational

 activities. While HUMINT and covert action are traditionally viewed as the most risky

 activities of an intelligence service, risk is experienced and taken across the entire of the

 intelligence enterprise. Risk

 enters other aspects of intei- for much of the past decade, there has

 iTSc^IuXi been an ineffectual debate within U.S.
 WMD, and the intelligence intelligence circles about whether intelligence

 assessments surrounding „ M b(, base(| secrets Qf „„ takjng
 them, David Kays assertion

 that "we were aii wrong" re- advantage of open source information.
 fleets a view not only of U.S.

 intelligence, but of German and French intelligence as well.10 Such analysis reflects not

 only an extrapolation of the early 1990s view—a prima facie one—of the existence of

 Iraqi WMD programs, but a conservative analysis in the face of diminishing amounts

 of good information. In light of the war in Iraq, which was based on a more liberal

 interpretation of intelligence information, intelligence analysis may carry extraordi

 nary political risk. Risk ultimately has to be considered in terms of how it affects politi

 cal legitimacy, whether on the world stage, with a country's regional neighbors, or with

 their publics at large. Few political regimes are completely immune from the actions of

 their intelligence services, nor should they be.

 It is clear that there are overarching similarities in the demands and structures of

 intelligence systems across the world. However, it is the differences that require our

 close attention, as they reveal different possibilities for various intelligence services. For

 reasons ranging from different national security information requirements, to varying

 resource levels, to different "styles" in how they conduct the intelligence enterprise,

 nations vary in their approaches to human intelligence (HUMINT), signals intelli

 gence (SIGINT), imagery and geospatial intelligence (GEOINT), and other collection

 disciplines.

 States may also take different approaches to analysis founded in their societal,

 political, and historical context. National cultural perspectives on the world influence

 the perception of national threat and opportunity, cultural and ethical boundaries,

 limits on the pursuit of intelligence information, and the link between intelligence and

 covert operations. Even in regions that ostensibly share somewhat similar cultural per

 spectives and priorities, such as Britain and continental Europe, nuances create vastly

 different structures for intelligence gathering.

 Moreover, states and their intelligence services vary in the extent to which they
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 share intelligence, either internally with other security organizations or abroad, with

 other services. Intelligence services keep a keen eye on their professional brethren, yet

 arguably this happens more in the specific domains of collaboration and/or counter

 intelligence, rather than taking a more holistic view of intelligence performance and

 patterns of innovation. In other words, intelligence services look at their counterparts

 within these specific niche areas rather than in the entirety of how intelligence is con
 ducted in other countries.

 The nature of the intelligence information, its role within the broader policy

 context, and the intimacy that intelligence has within policy naturally varies around

 the globe. The British scholar-practitioner, Michael Herman, elaborates on a distinct

 set of differences between "Western" and "non-Western" aspects of intelligence, with

 the former holding a policy-neutral freedom (in other words, providing analysis that is

 independent of political views and policy goals) and a set of quasi-professional stan

 dards that are lacking in the latter.11 Other aspects of this kind of comparison include

 the extent to which analysis strives for objective truth as a goal, the role of ethics in

 intelligence collection and analysis, and the boundaries and limitations placed on intel

 ligence.

 Herman points out that while the character of Chinese intelligence remains enig

 matic, any advice contrary to the regime's goals would be unwelcome. Moreover, while

 the boundaries between foreign and domestic intelligence in the United States are high,

 one should make an effort to avoid the opposite extreme, Russia's KGB, with its perva

 sive involvement in all aspects of foreign policy and domestic political life. More rel

 evant examples on how to balance domestic intelligence requirements with civil rights

 lie in Britain, Canada, France, and Australia.12 Among the strengths of these demo

 cratic approaches are the placing of domestic intelligence functions in the hands of

 organizations without powers of arrest and detention, and a reasonable set of checks

 and balances in managing their domestic intelligence organizations.13

 Beyond structural issues, differences exist in how specific countries deal with the

 political and policy context for change and adaptation. For instance, Japan's intelli

 gence service has a new mandate to build intelligence capability from a relative lack of

 Cold War intelligence experience. France's spymasters have taken advantage of the re

 newed emphasis on counter-terrorism to befriend and work more closely with French

 decision makers.14 Similarly, there is a new degree to which American covert action is

 becoming less covert in its source.15 Brookings analyst Jennifer Kibbe notes that the

 lines between "traditional military activity" and covert action are becoming blurred in

 the current war on terrorism.16 In another example, newly emerging democracies in

 central Europe and elsewhere are struggling to find a way to reform and oversee their

 intelligence services within a large culture of accountability and respect for civil rights.17
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 Elements of A Comparative Framework

 In his book Secret Agencies: U.S. Intelligence in a Hostile World, Loch Johnson provides

 a basic framework for how intelligence services differ: the size and scope of their activ

 ity (including technical prowess), the degree of their institutional cohesion (centraliza

 tion versus fragmentation), the extent to which they are held accountable by internal

 and external overseers, and their adherence to, or rejection of, moral considerations in

 the conduct of covert operations, such as the use or avoidance of assassination.18 While

 these are very usefid criteria for comparison, they may still not be fine-grained enough

 for a strong comparison of intelligence services. More detail is required across the spec

 trum of intelligence disciplines. The following outline represents a nominal framework

 for comparing intelligence services:

 National security context: is a country at peace, in crisis, or at war? What are

 the perceptions of the leadership about the national security context, and

 how intelligence might contribute?

 National security structure: are intelligence services subordinate within a political

 structure or are they independent agencies? To whom are they subordinate?

 What kind of legal and administrative structure form the basis for the legitimate

 operation of intelligence services?

 Breadth and diversity of intelligence requirements: what emphasis have political

 leaders placed upon an intelligence services? Do they rely on intelligence for

 unique information on a small number of problem sets or targets, or do they

 expect coverage of events and activities from around the world?

 Organizational size and budget: what is the relative organizational size of the

 intelligence services to the diplomatic, military, and law enforcement functions?

 How does their budget compare to those of the other organizations?

 Organizational cohesion: are the authorities and responsibilities of intelligence

 concentrated within one agency or a group of organizations? Is there a hierarchy

 within a group of intelligence agencies? Is competition or collaboration

 encouraged among them?

 Management and oversight: what kinds of internal management structures

 exist to oversee intelligence? What boundaries or limitations exist on the

 collection and analysis of intelligence. What kind of external oversight exists,

 and how does it enforce its authority? With what regularity and intrusiveness
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 does it oversee intelligence?

 Collection emphasis: what is the overall approach to collection and collection

 management? To what extent does a service employ HUMINT, SIGINT,

 IMINT or GEOINT, other technical collection, or open source collection,

 and in what relative proportions? To what extent are processing capabilities

 consistent with collection capabilities?

 Analytic emphasis: what are the sociological, cultural, and psychological

 underpinnings of the way people think within this society, and by extension

 its intelligence service? To what extent does the service pursue "truth" and

 "objectivity" as overall goals in portraying the world to their political masters
 and relevant decision makers?

 Intelligence-decision making relationship: to what extent are intelligence officials

 integrated into the policy-making and decision-making structures?

 How well trained are decision makers on the strengths and uncertainties of

 intelligence? To what extent is intelligence used throughout the security
 structure, or to what extent is its dissemination limited to a select few leaders?

 To what extent are raw data and/or analysis shared outside intelligence circles?

 Operational emphasis: to what extent, if at all, are intelligence organizations

 involved in covert or other operations? If they are, are there limits to the roles

 that they perform? What special authorities are required for such involvement?

 Penchant for cooperation: to what extent does a service cooperate internally

 with other diplomatic and security organizations? To what extent do they

 cooperate with other services? How do they assess the value of cooperation,

 and what role does it provide?

 Counter-intelligence emphasis: where does counter-intelligence fit within the

 overall fabric of intelligence? What policies, practices, and procedures are

 designed to mitigate the influence of foreign intelligence against a service,

 either directly or indirectly?

 The answers to these questions are not without real world implications. While the size

 and budget are often looked to as a measure of importance, an intelligence organiza

 tion of any size can have a keen analytic understanding of a specific problem, or be the

 lead to a unique HUMINT source. In addition, a failure to recognize important differ

 ences in institutional responsibilities like those between British Foreign Intelligence

 (MI-6) and the Foreign Commonwealth Office, or even the role of the State

 Department s Bureau of Intelligence and Research, and the larger State Department,

 may lose the context of the intelligence those organizations provide. An intelligence
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 service that has both analytic and operational responsibilities, like Israel's Mossad, would

 have to be evaluated differently from services that do not, especially with regard to how

 intelligence remains objective in the face of operational goals. Finally, countries like
 Russia and China would have to be assessed both on the basis of their involvement in

 domestic politics and as a participant in the international system.

 These themes and questions represent individual dimensions of the way intelli

 gence services undertake their business. Individually, they may evidence basic com

 monalities or differences between intelligence services. In aggregate, they represent a

 "style" of how a country's intelligence service performs, providing some basis within

 which to assess performance, relevance, patterns of innovation, and variation with norms

 and standards, whether drawn from intelligence circles or the broader norms within

 the international system.

 Nothing suggests that these questions are immediately answerable or that cred

 ible data with which to answer them exists. But therein, and certainly beyond, lie the

 basis for comparing intelligence services.

 Concluding Observations

 The world has become a much more complicated place, both in terms of the number

 of actors that can take action of strategic consequence and the number of new ways in

 which those actions can be taken. Terrorism and the proliferation of WMD are just

 some of those actions. As intelligence services modernize and transform to meet the

 emerging information needs associated with new security challenges, there may be

 value in looking to their colleagues and competitors as sources of new approaches to

 intelligence, and, sometimes, new sources of competition.

 This article has attempted to lay out a modest framework for the comparative

 study of intelligence, an area that remains poorly attended by analysts and scholars,

 and poorly understood in terms of concepts and methods. There is a pressing need to

 understand intelligence today. We must include the more sophisticated sociological,

 cultural, and psychological underpinnings of how different countries conduct intelli

 gence.

 For the United States, this is a period of great energy and debate about the future

 of the intelligence enterprise, and perhaps, the beginning of a revolution in intelligence

 affairs. Intelligence has become an important instrument of American power, with all

 of the responsibilities and expectations associated with it. As the revolution moves

 forward, a large number of initiatives will come from within the U.S. intelligence com

 munity, and its sister organizations within the larger U.S. national security and home

 land security structures. Concurrently, it will be equally important to understand po
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 tential sources of innovation and adaptation from our allies, and perhaps even our
 adversaries.®

 Notes

 198

 *For this article, I am especially indebted to my Georgetown students, who helped me think more

 critically about how and why we should compare. Any faults in the interpretation or logic are distinctly
 mine.
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